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 Wind blowing along a coast generates an onshore/offshore Ekman drift to which the coast stand 
against as an obstacle.                                                                           
Upwellings 
Drift is offshore/onshore if the wind blows with the coast at its left/right in the northern 
Hemisphere 




Offshore drift causes water depletion in the upper layers, a low pressure set in, forcing water 









Sea level at the coast is lowered, giving rise to a slope of the sea surface (upward in the offshore 
direction), producing a geostrophic current parallel to the coast  
Upwellings 
Upwelled water is colder than the displaced surface water and rich in  nutrient salts. Therefore 
upwelling regions are have high biological productivity 
Upwellings 
   Sea surface temperature                     Chlorophyll concentration 
                                                            Phytoplankton biomass proxy 












In the Mediterranean……….. (sicily and aegean wind driven upwelling). 
Upwellings 
Time variability 
Upwelling events occurs on a time scale of days, since they are linked to specific wind events 
Upwellings 
Upwelling 
Temperature time series  
(20 days) at different depths 
For an upwelling event 
Lasting for about 5 days 
Time variability 
Upwelling events occurs on a time scale of days, since they are linked to specific wind events 
Upwellings 
Along shore flow Cross shore flow 
Density 
Time variability 





Steady Wind Blowing parallel to y axis:                                                                        
Upwellings. The basic Theory: 
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                                                    The Ekman transport is given by: 
 
 
                                                       DE= Ekman depth 
 
From the equation of continuity: 
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                                                    Across a Vertical plane at distance L from the coast (L                       
sufficiently                                   sufficently large for the direct inflence of the coast to be  





                                                     The mass transport across the vertical plane at x=L, taken              






Upwellings. The basic Theory: 

















                                                    
 
 





                                                              with w0 and wH being the vertical velocities at surface    
                                                              and at depth –H.











Upwellings. The basic Theory: 
























                                                  
 
                                                            Assuming wH uniform  from x=0 to x=L the vertical           









                                                                                     f=7.29 10-5 (ϕ=30°)    L=50k
                                                                            ρ=1025 kg m-3
                           
                                                                                                              Mx=2.75 103 kg m-1s-1
                                                                            wH=5.4 10-5 ms-1=4.6 m day-1 
Upwellings. The basic Theory: 








Upwelling: divergent Ekman transport 
The theory summarised in the preceeding slides is a re-statement of the definition of the  




























Upwelling in a coastal barotropic Ocean 
Consider (See lessons about barotropic circulation): 
Semi-infinite shallow basin with 
x≤0
bounded by a straight infinitely long coast coincident with the y axis. 


































(x ) = τ b
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∂t + fU = u*
2
Upwelling in a coastal barotropic Ocean 








Using the continuity equation:                             we get: 
 
 

































x R( ) = − u*
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Upwelling in a coastal barotropic Ocean 
Moreover: 
 
The divergence of the horizontal  transport reduces to   
 
With U coincident with Mx at the far from coast and progressively decreasing offshore 
 






And this is the upwelling vertical velocity. 
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